MONOCHEM

COLOR MICAS
Natural Mica Mineral Flakes - Floor Additive
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
COLOR MICA flakes make floor coatings gleam with natural
crystalline beauty. These unique metallic flakes are derived from
a group of sheet silicate minerals known as mica and provide a
natural metallic luster to resinous floorings systems.

PACKAGING & COLORS
M1010 Silver

M1020 Gold

M1030 Midnight

M1040 Amber

For best results, 20 mils of the clear topcoat PERMASHIELD 2000
is recommended to fully encapsulate COLOR MICA and provide a
durable surface.

WHERE TO USE:
·Driveways
·Walkways
·Garages
·Decks

Porches
Patios
Ramps
Stairs

APPLICATION:.
Step 1: Apply one coat of MONOCHEM 21 pigmented, 100%
Solids Epoxy Primer at a rate of 150-175 sq/ft per gallon.

M1050 Rum

Step 2: Broadcast the COLOR MICA flakes until rejection 4-7 lbs
per 100 sq/ft onto the wet MONOCHEM 21.
Step 3: Wait until the next day. Sand down the chips with an
agggressive sand paper (80-100 grit) as flush as possible and
broom off debris.
Step 4: Apply one coat of PERMASHIELD 2000 clear @ 150-175
sq/ft per gallon.
Step 5: Wait until the next day. Sand down the chips as flush as
possible with an agggressive sand paper (80-100 grit) and broom off
the debris.
Step 6: Apply a second coat of PERMASHIELD 2000 clear @ 150175 sq/ft per gallon

WARNING! IRRITANT, HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED, READ OUR
M.S.D.S.
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Recommended Use:
For Light Saturation: 1-3 pounds per 100 square feet.
For Full Saturation: 5-7 pounds per 100 square feet.

WARRANTY INFORMATION: All the recommended products will mirror
the performance and soundness of the structure, previous coatings and
filling/patching (repair) materials. For an ideal application, we recommend
removing the existing coatings. If this is not an option, remove all unsound,
loose and/or poorly adhering paint and conduct thorough test patches.
Delamination or the failure of the existing/non Monopole coatings is not
covered by any performance warranty. MONOPOLE believes that the
information in this publication is an accurate description of the typical
characteristics and/or uses of the product or products. But it is the end
users responsibility to thoroughly test the product in the specific application
to determine its performance efficacy and safety. Since use of this product
is beyond our control, Monopole, Inc. cannot assume any risk or liability for
results obtained when not used according to our specifications and
directions. Unless MONOPOLE provides a specific written statement of
fitness for a particular use, MONOPOLE'S sole warranty is that the product
will meet its current sales specifications. MONOPOLE specifically
disclaims any other expressed or implied warranty, including the warranty
of merchantability and fitness for use. The exclusive remedy and
MONOPOLE's sole liability for breach of warranty is limited to a refund of
the purchase price or replacement of product proven to be defective. In no
event shall the seller be liable for any loss of profits or other consequential
damages. Under no circumstance will MONOPOLE pay labor charges.

DECORATIVE FLOOR ADDITIVES

ADVANTAGES
Superior Colorfastness & UV Stability
Unique Natural Metallic Luster
Chemical and Abrasion Resistant
Sound Reducing Ergonomics
Slip Resistant Properties
Optimal Shape & Size Uniformity
Perfect For Heavy Duty Environments

